Fill in the blanks.

1. He had a ............... interest in arts.
   - lasted
   - lasting
   - last

2. The wagon driver ..................... the horses.
   - lash
   - lashed
   - lashing

3. He owed his success ..................... to hard work.
   - large
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largely

4. He was ... to see his brother again.
joyed
joyful
joy

5. He was not ... in the way he handled the interview.
judicial
judicious
just
6. The lawyers awaited the .........................
decision of the Supreme Court.

judicial

judicious

7. The citizens’ lobby was ......................... in
changing the election laws.

influencing

influenced

influential

8. It was an ......................... article.

information

informative
9. The student showed ................................ in solving the difficult math problem.

10. No one ..................................... that dilapidated house.
11. The large ................................ made him quite wealthy.

- inherit
- inheritance
- inherited

12. The ................................ boys jumped into the pond fully clothed.

- impulsive
- impulsively
- impulse

Answers

1. He had a lasting interest in arts.

2. The wagon driver lashed the horses.
3. He owed his success largely to hard work.

4. He was joyful to see his brother again.

5. He was not judicious in the way he handled the interview.

6. The lawyers awaited the judicial decision of the Supreme Court.

7. The citizens’ lobby was influential in changing the election laws.

8. It was an informative article.

9. The student showed ingenuity in solving the difficult math problem.

10. No one inhabits that dilapidated house.

11. The large inheritance made him quite wealthy.

12. The impulsive boys jumped into the pond fully clothed.